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Editorial
The death of Mrs. Murphy is another
severe blow to the Leeds Art Collections
Fund, which only a few months before
lost its President. Mrs. Murphy was elected to the committee in May 1958, and
soon became a well-loved and much respected member of it. All her life she
had been interested in the arts and had
done everything within her power to
promote them. She served on the Libraries & Arts Committee of the City
Council for some ten years and was a
very popular Chairman of the Art Gallery and Temple Newsam House subcommittee in 1951. Members of the
Fund will greatly miss her enthusiasm,
humour and good sense.
Major Horton-Fawkes resigned his
trusteeship of the Fund in May. This
is much to be regretted, but no amount
of persuasion could alter his view that
it was time to retire. The Fund owes a
great deal to Major Horton-Fawkes,
who, for many years helped so skilfully
to guide its fortunes and ensure from the
Chair that its business was conducted in
informal
an orderly yet charmingly
way. From time to time he will not
object perhaps if his advice is still
sought and we hope he will cast an eye
on our affairs as often as possible.
The recent story of the fund is not,
however, one of unremitting gloom. Her
Royal Highness the Princess Royal has
graciously consented to become President in succession to the late Lord
Halifax, and we hope that, in spite
very full timetable, she will be able
occasionally to be present at functions.
It is also gratifying that Sir Herbert
Read has agreed to become the new
trustee; again we hope that, even with
all his other work and his frequent absence from Yorkshire, we shall see
something of him.
The two most noteworthy exhibitions of 1960 have both been the means
of adding to the works of art owned by
of'er

the fund or by the city. The Gregory
Memorial Exhibition in the spring resulted in the purchase of a cast of
Hubert Dalwood's Icon which has just
been finished and deliverecl to the Art
Gallery as this issue of the Calendar goes
to press; the same sculptor's Object
Open Square was presented to the Fund
by Mr. Stanley Burton. The Fund
bought also an oil, ~orksbi re Landscape and a drawing by Martin Froy
as well as a large oil, Brown Vertieals
by Terry Frost. All these works were in
the exhibition and their acquisition
means that the Art Gallery can show a
fair selection of work by the Gregory
Fellows of the University. Unfortunately, Alan Davie is still unrepresented,
chiefly because most of his pictures in
the exhibition, certainly the most desirable, already had owners. It is very
much to be hoped, however, that before
very long something can be done to fill
the gap.
The Jacob Kramer Exhibition showed the artist in all his moods over a
period of exactly fifty years. Sooner or
later a major exhibition of his work was
inevitable. It seemed better from every
point of view to hold it in the artist'
own lifetime when there was a chance
of him enjoying it and indeed of helping
the organisers to locate the pictures. In
fact this new association-in-work with
Jacob Kramer was an exhilarating experience for all who shared it. The
exhibition was large because it was
but also because it
comprehensive,
seemed a pity, in the city of his adopparticularly
tion, to leave out pictures
have
which
would
great inportraits
terest personally to large nunibers of
people who might be expected to see the
show. This point of view seems to have
of
been justified by the comments
visitors. Already some of the best pictures that Kramer ever painted are in
the permanent collection at Leeds, and

these have now been supplemented by
three early drawings bought from the
exhibition. One of them is a small study
for our picture Pogroms.
Sir Herbert Read has kindly allowed

the speech he made recently at the
dinner given in Jacob Kramer's honour
by the Yorkshire Luncheon Group, to be
printed in full in this issue of the
Calendar.

Some Important Acquisitions in I960
Oil Paintings

'Mother

Norman Adams
Wooded Hill in Rain, 1957
Oil on canvas, 28 x 39~s in.
Purchased Leeds Art Collections Fund

II

Oil on board, 36 x 28 in.
Purchased Corporation Fund

Terry Frost

Brown Verticals, December 1958—
March 1959

Oil on canvas, 74 x 68 in.
Purchased Leeds Art Collections Fund

Martin Froy

1"orkshi re Lansdcape

Oil on hardboard, 48 x 36 in.
Purchased Leeds Art Collections Fund
Augustus John
Dorelia
Oil on canvas, 83 x 30 in.
Presented by
Mrs. D. U. McGrigor Phillips

Mary Lord
?he Valley
Oil on hardboard, 294 x 39—, in.
Purchased Corporation Fund

Gian Antonio Pellegrini
Hector and Andromache

Oil on canvas, 92 x 88 in.
Purchased Corporation Fund, with the
aid of a grant from the
National Art Collections Fund
Artist unknown. c. 1710
'Aleppo'ired by the Darley Arabian
Oil on canvas, 94 x 91 in.
'Mother Xeasham'ith
Stephen jefferson

JVeasham'il

Philip Sutton

Eric Atkinson

Seascape

on canvas, 95 x 111 ins.
All formerly at Aldby Hall, Yorks.
Purchased with the aid of a grant
from the Victoria &. Albert Museum

her rider

Oil on canvas, 60 x 87 in.

Landscape at Pyles Copse

Oil on canvas, 36 x 36 in.
Painted 1960

Landscape

Oil on canvas, 28 x 28 in.
Painted 1956

Furniture
Cabinet Bookcase, c. 1745

Mahogany
Purchased Leeds Art Collections Fund
with funds donated by a group of
local printers
Chair, c.

1715

Walnut with gilt enrichments.
Formerly at Houghton Hall, Norfolk
Purchased with the aid of a grant from
the Victoria &, Albert Museum

japanned Cabinet, c. 1690
Purchased with the aid of a grant from
the Victoria & Albert Museum

Sculpture
Hubert Dalwood

Object, Open Square, 1959

Aluminium, 162 x 13~ in.
Presented by Stanley Burton, Esq.
through the Leeds Art Collections Fund

Hubert Dalwood

Icon, 1958

Aluminium, 57 x 30 in.
Purchased Leeds Art Collections Fund

]acob Kramer
by

Sir Herbert Read

of a dinner given in h mour of jacob Eramer
Friday, 28th September, 1960

An address on the occasion

in Leeds

on

I hope you will forgive me if I make
this an occasion for some reminiscences,
and for a personal tribute to our guest

their daring innovations. The excitement reached England,
where the
protagonists of the new movement were
Gaudier - Brzeska,
of honour. Jacob Kramer occupies a Jacob
Epstein,
Edward Wads worth and Wyndham
very special place in my life. He was the
first artist I ever knew, and I have no Lewis. Vorticism was born, and like a
doubt that my conception of what an herald of the oncoming war, the first
number of BLAS T was published in
artist is and should be was influenced
by my early acquaintance with Jacob. June, 1914. "We the moderns," deWe must have first met in the year 1912, clared Gaudier in the manifesto which
perhaps 1913, when I was a student at appeared in BLAST, "Epstein, Branthe University here. Sir Michael Sadler,
cusi, Archipenko, Dunikowski, Modione of Jacob's first patrons, was Vice- gliani and myself... we have mastered
Chancellor, but I think the occasion of the elements... we have crystallized
the sphere into the cube, we have made
our meeting must have been some event
a combination of all the possible shaped
at the Arts Club, that lively institution
concentrating them to express
in Woodhouse Lane founded by A. R. masses
of conscious
Orage and Holbrook Jackson. Or it our abstract thoughts
superiority. Will and consciousness are
may be that Frank Ruttcr, the director
our VORTEX."
of the Art Gallery at that time, brought
Such was the atmosphere in which
us together. In any case, we became
intimate friends, and it must have been Jacob and I first met and joined in
at this period that Jacob drew the lively discussion. I, in my youthful
portrait of me which is included in enthusiasm, had been swept into the
the Exhibition.* We were soon to be vortex: Jacob had his own firm position
on the edge of it and was not to be
parted by the war, but to that circumstance I owe some letters that Jacob seduced by any manifestoes that ran
wrote to me, some of which I have kept
contrary to his nature. To show the
all these years, for they express with
strength of his convictions at that time,
I would like, with Jacob's permission,
great feeling and eloquence the ideals
of a young artist at the outset of his to quote from a letter he wrote to me
career.
on the 10th of March, 1918. I don'
know how it survived, because eleven
You must try to recover the creative
enthusiasm of those years immediately
days later I was in the midst of the most
disastrous battle of the whole war
preceding the First World War. Cubism
had just effected a complete break with
the March Retreat as it is usually
the artistic traditions of the past. In called. But here it is, eighteen pages
Paris and in Munich great artists— long, a little tom and stained, but still
Picasso, Braque, Leger, Kandinskyvery legible and still very significant
were arousing our enthusiasm
with
as a declaration of faith. I will read a
few extracts:

*Jacob Kramer Fxhibition,
Leeds City Art Gallery, September —October, 1960.

"Your letter was very interesting to
after reading it I felt that you are

me

1. jacob

Kramer

The Artist's Mother Knitting

Oil on cant as, 30 x 25 in.
ReProduced bp courtesy of Mrs.

Painted

1918.

G. Rosenthall.

I could exchange ideas, especially v ith regard to
art. With many things you wrote I
disagree, and could write pages, but
this time I shall begin by giving you a
personal view of expression in colour
and form.
"The degree of expression in a work
of art is the measure of its greatnessa spiritual discernment is more essential
than the reproduction of the obvious.
If the expression is guided by deep
emotion I always find that I reproduce
the reality. It is my endeavour to
create a purely spiritual form, as it is
only in this way that I can truthfully
conform to my conception of expression.
"In my execution of a certain subject,
I notice it is always natural to me to
distinguish the spiritual from the actual,
both eleand also to separate them
ments being derived from the same
source, and the result is always conformity with realism itself. I always
attain the utmost satisfaction in the
portrayal of the purely spiritual. It
signifies to me that the more conscious
I become that the soul is being deeply
moved, my very being vibrates with an
intensity which produces a state of turmoil I then direct myself towards a
symbolical interpretation of the resultant emotion.... All my previous studies
led me to perceive that only through
symbolism could I express all the ideas
in the ordinary
that accumulated

going on around him in this letter he
mentions Futurism, Cubism and Post
Impressionism,
only to dismiss them,
either as misleading names or as inadequate modes of expression. He had the
strength, in that time of disruption and
reorientation,
to stand on his own
ground.
I think that in my reply to this letter
I must have defended Cubism and the
formal values of art, for I was not at
that time sufficiently familiar with the
alternative values which Kramer was
those values we now call
expounding
Expressionism. Kramer is and always
and that,
has been an expressionist
if you like, has been his misfortune, for
as a style, has never
expressionism,
at least,
been accepted in this country
not since the Middle Ages. It is true
that to some extent Epstein was able
to impose an expressionistic style on
England, but only in the face of bitter
opposition and with some degree of
compromise. There is an expressionistic element in a successful painter
but always
like Graham Sutherland,
disguised as fantasy. Jacob Kramer,
because he is and ha.s remained an
has suffered the same
expressionist,
David
neglect as his contemporary
are
Bomberg's
there
case
Bomberg. In
rerevaluation:
and
a
now signs of a
extended
to
valuation should now be
Kramer.
the work of Jacob
The epoch of art we have lived
through in the past fifty years has been
like a whirlwind, and many doctrines
channels."
and styles have clashed in the air above
And finally, from a later page in the
us. When eventually there is calm again,
letter, this revealing sentence:
"The more conscious I become of many reputations will fall to the ground
which is and some few whose genius and achievethe element of spirituality,
inherent in everything, to that extent I ment were hidden in the turmoil will
at last emerge into the light of a calm
am filled with a sense of abiding happiunderness which I am only capable of
day. I am convinced that the painter
who
all his life has been associated
the
standing when I express myself to
utmost."
with this city and in whose honour we
There is much more in this long now meet, will be one of these. He has
been faithful to the high ideals he set
letter written forty-two years ago, which
before himself at the beginning of his
self-realization
of
a
shows a remarkable
artist's
career. He has not compromised with
this
aims.
Kramer
at
young
nor with commerce. He has
fashion
conscious
of
what
was
time was fully

just the man with whom

...

—

—

2.

jacob Kramer
Study for

'Pog roms'.
Black ink and

chalk, 50 x 35 in.
Painted 1919.
Reproduced by
courtesy

?; H.

striven all his life to combine "the deep
seated passions and emotions of the
soul", to use his own phrase, with the

potentialities

of artistic form. We can

now see that his works, as
quietly accumulated through
possess, as he wished them
that spiritual quality which

they have
the years,
to possess,
in the long

of

Firth, Esq.

Calendar of Notable E
Temple Newsam House
Open daily, including Sundays,
October to April, 11.30 a.m. to dusk
Paintings, furniture, ceramics and silver from the
permanent collection will be on show during
the winter months

Painttngs by johann go+any

March 25 to April 15
An Arts Council exhibition marking the two
hundredth anniversary of the artist's arrival in
England. The exhibition consists of 23 pictures,
including portraits from Windsor, lent by
H.M. the Queen, and theatrical conversation
pieces. This exhibition will not be shown in
London and will have only a limited tour in
the provinces.

Leeds Art Gallery
Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Contemporary

Colour Lithographs

from the Senefelder Group

December 15 to January 15
An exhibition of 47 lithographs by the Senefelder
Group covering fifty years of Lithography

(1910-19601

Jorkshire Artists'xhibition
January 22 to March 5
The biennial exhibition open to all artists born,
resident or trained in the county. The closing
date for entries is January 7. Forms may be
obtained by applying to the Director,
Temple Newsam House, Leeds

Lecture Room Exhibitions
Leeds Camera Club Exhibition

January 14 to January 22
Leeds Photographic

Society

January 28 to February 5
Beeston Camera Club

February 11 to February 19
Armley and Wortley Photographic

February 25 to March 5

3.

TemPle yretvsam House detail.

Society

1699 engraving.

vents in Yorkshire Galleries
Other Exhibitions
Bradford

Modern Swedish Glassware

to December 31

Pictorial Children's Art Fxhibition 1960
and Selection of Paintings and Grafts by Bradford
Schoolchildren

to January

Armday

Brighouse

Art Society: Annual Exhibition

Huddersfield

Tom Whitehead
Children's

Doncaster

Memorial Exhibition

January 28 to February 25

Doncaster School of Art: Annual Exhibition
Exhibition

Christmas

to December 24

January 2 to January 25

(A.E.B.)

Series 4

Paintings,

1

to December 11
December 19 to February 5

Doncaster Art Club: Annual Exhibition

February

Harrogate

American Painting
Service)

December 10 to January

Huddersfield

Northern

(United States Information

Young Artists

Tsventieth century Sculpture

Hull

Scandinavian

to December 31

(V.

R.

A.)

January 28 to March 20

British Prints (A.C.)

I'ebruary 4 to February 25

Peasant Crafts (V. R. A.)

Tom Whitehead

Memorial Fxhibition)

Artists'ndustrial

Association Paintings

to December 31

December 10 to December 25

January 7 to January 29

East Yorkshire Artists'xhibition
Keighley

Rotherham

February 4 to March 19

Prints by members of the Hong Kong Photographic
Society

Februarv

Mediaeval Illuminated

December

Manuscripts

and

The History of Bookbinding (V. R. A.)
Paintings of backstage and circus
Steven Spurrier (A.E.B.)

lif'e

Wakefield

1

to December 18

January 14 to February 12

by

'Little Ship': an Exhibition of Paintings
Sheffield

1

to December 18

Sevres Porcelain (V. R A.)

Contemporary

11 to March 12

(A.E.B.)

Sheffield Society of Artists

February 18 to March 19
to December 11

Heeley Art Club

to December 24

Rex Whistler (A.C.)

February 4 to February 25

Who was Van Gogh'? (A.E.B.)

February 18 to March 12

West Riding Artists'xhibition

Conversation
Houses

American Painting,

A.C. = Arts Council

to December 24

Pieces: Pictures from National Trust

1815—1865

A.F.,B. = Art Exhibitions Bureau

January 28 to February 18
March

V. R. A.

= Victoria

and Albert Museum

history of art is the best guarantee of
permanency.
It is with great happiness, and indeed
with deep emotion, that I ask you to
rise and pay your tribute to an artist

who has honoured this city by making
it his home, and in its busy materialand
has quietly
istic atmosphere
patiently dedicated his life to the highest ideals of art.
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jacob Kramer

Mother and Child
Oil on caneas,

36 x 28 in.

Painted

1915.

Reproduced by courtesy
of A. C. Haley, Esq.

Four Yorkshire Houses
All the world is running

Sir 3ohn Vanbrugh

mad after Building as far as they can reach

to Lord Manchester

1708

The eighteenth century has in recent

years given rise to many epithets when
its architecture, decoration and literature are discussed. The Ages of Reason,
Order, Elegance, the Golden Age, the
Augustan Age are all familiar. They are
used in an attempt however ill-defined
to give credit to a period and a system
of patronage which allowed architects
and craftsmen to create for their clients
buildings and decorations which have
rarely been surpassed.
Sir John Summerson has shown'hat
the period 1710-40 saw the building of
at least 150 large country houses and
that a third of these are dateable to
1720-24. Of recent years the careers of
the architects have been well defined;
the craftsmen working under them are
less well observed and there are many
careless attributions. As for the patron
he has been studied least of all in the
economic terms of where he obtained
the large sums of money necessary to
build and decorate. The interest in Inigo
Jones, the literary start to the Palladian movement, and the continuing
employment of skilled foreign artists
make this period a most interesting, if
sometimes too sparsely documented,
study.
At Castle Howard, Bramham Park,
Castle and Wentworth
Wentworth
Woodhouse, noble owners employed
both craftsmen from York and gave
to their foreign
full encouragement
counterparts.
Castle Howard, fifteen miles from
York, was built for the third Earl of
Carlisle to replace the old Castle of
Henderskelfe handed down to him in
of
direct line by five generations
Howard ancestors. He was thirty when,

in 1699, he engaged Sir John Vanbrugh as his architect. Of recent years
we have learned much of the careers
of both Vanbrugh and Hawksmoor,
and the parts they played in creating
this wonder of the north. The architectural detail is therefore generally available and a study of the building books
enables the facts about the interior
decoration to be recorded. A group of
talented workers were assembled, including "Mr Nadauld" and Samuel
Carpenter, carvers in wood and stone,
with Nadauld's men, Robinson, Giovanni Bagutti the stuccatore with a
partner, Plura, the London and York
plasterer, Isaac Mansfield, John Herve
(Harvey) the painter, his relative (probably his brother) Daniel the sculptor,
and Gian Antonio Pellegrini and Giacomo Amiconi the decorative painters,
whose activities have been discussed in
this Calender (No. 43).
Nadauld, often called "Mr Nedos"
and "Needo" in the accounts, was also
employed at Chatsworth. He worked in
wood in many of the rooms at Castle
Howard and did stone carving on the
south front. Perhaps the most important
item to emerge from a study of the
accounts is the employment, 1710-12, of
the stuccatori, Giovanni Bagutti ("Mr
Bargotee"), and "Mr Plura". It seems
reasonable to assume they provided the
stucco fireplace and the scagliola niche
in the Great Hall, which takes a foremost place among the finest achievements of this period. John Storey and
'Sellar'cted as their labourers and
the plasterer Isaac Mansfield who had
settled at York in 1704, and moved

about the country to Blenheim and
London assisted and worked in five

11
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Castle Howard.
The PersPective view from
Colin Campell's
Vitruvius Britannicus,
vol. III, 1725.

other rooms. In all Mansfield received
$ 105 2s. 6d. in contrast to the /321 17s.
paid to Bagutti and Plura. Seven loads
of'Hull plaister'ere purchased (g3 5s.)
and Plura was given money to visit
London in March 1711/12.
York was an important centre for
carpentry and joinery and "deales and
wainscot" were provided
by "Mr
Stephenson",
William
presumably
Stephenson. The joiner Sabyn was paid
for "2 days at Yorke choosing out deals
for floores". There is also a memorandum of 3 January 1700/1 concerning
"deals fetched from Norway and delivered at Scarborow". Sabyn had worked
on cornices, friezes and bolection mouldings in 1706 and among the building
bills is a measurement
of his work in
1705 by Nicholas Hawksmoor and the
York joiner, William Etty. The carpenter was John Milburn, and William

;io
v
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Thornton,

the talented York worker,
who assisted Hawksmoor at Beverley
Minster agreed in 1708 "to wainscott
the Rooms called Saloon, Dining
Roome & Anty roome. The Saloon with
a good Cornich & Collours according to
ye draft at the Price of 2s. 6d. Supcrficiall Yarde being girt measure". The
Dining room was to be "thoroughly
wainscoted with Good Cornich, Base,
Surbase and bolection after the best
and usual way at the price of 2s. 2d.

per yard".
Apart from Nadauld's carved work
in wood "Mr Tushaine" did "beding
mold, all together f52 13s. 4d.", and
Daniel Harvey carved door, picture
and chimney frames. Samuel Carpenter's bill for woodcarving
is an
extensive one. It ranges from "11
Cartozzas" to "roses, moulding Corinthian
door scrowles and
Capitals,

wooden scrowles in the Belconey of the
Hall". He charged 4s. each for his
'cartozzas', 2s. 6d. for his roses, 3s. a
foot for his enriched friezes (6d. a
foot without enrichment), g2 each for
his 'scrowles'n the balcony and 3s.
each for his 'door scrowles'.
It seems likely that John Harvey
(1681-1735) and Daniel Harvey (16831733) were at least relatives, if not
brothers. Probably French Protestants
who escaped persecution after the Edict
of Nantes, John not only worked in the
house but was consulted by Hawksmoor for work in the Castle Howard
park at the Temple of the Four Winds.
One of Daniel's accounts for woodcarving survives, written in French, and
signed "Daniel Herve". He worked
also at Wentworth Castle and is buried
moor. The Temple of the Four Winds,
at St. Olave's, York. John Harvey's
which was restored in 1956, was
painted walls and ceilings were swept
decorated in 1737-9 in stucco after
away by Sir Thomas Robinson when he plans to have decorative paintings by
reconstructed the west wing in the midGiacomo Amiconi had fallen through
eighteenth century. A William Harvey
by Francis Vassalli. Giuseppe Artari
also carved chimney-pieces.
had also submitted designs and both
On 4 July 1708, John Gardom was "Altari" and "Varcelli" were paid
paid for 'Iron Gates for ye
two guineas each for these in 1736.
we may assume he was responsible
Vassalli's work was measured on comfor the wrought-iron staircase rail in pletion by Daniel Harvey.
the Hall. Little is known of Gardom
Further south in Yorkshire at Wentapart from his employment at Chats- worth Castle (or Stainborough as it
worth, and (as recorded in the Duke of was called until 1731) and nearby
Leeds MSS.) at Kiveton, near RotherWentworth
Woodhouse, an old but
ham. Keys and hinges came in 1709-10 petty rivalry
existed between
the
from Josiah Kay. The marble work was
families. At the death of William, 2nd
provided by John Thorp of Bakewell in Earl of Strafford in 1695, many things
Derbyshire, who worked also at the happened besides the erection of a
Mansion House in York. At Castle
grand monument, probably by John
Howard
he erected
five
marble
van Nost, in York Minster. He had no
chimneypieces, door casings to several
children and left Wentworth Woodrooms and worked in the corridors
house to his nephew, Thomas Watson,
leading from the Hall (f63 2s. 9d.) as a cadet of the Rockingham
Castle
well as the Hall "margents" (f27 8s. family. His honours became extinct
lid.). The Saloon floor was made up of except for the Barony of Raby which
216 marble squares (7d. each), 60 went through special remainder to his
half squares (54d. each), and 4 quarter
younger brother's grandson, Thomas
squares (1/Od.) making a total bill of Wentworth.
The rival family, Lord Raby, his
g7 13s. 3d.
The outbuildings to the house also mother and brother Peter, were at an
presented interesting problems to Vanimmediate disadvantage in not owning
brugh and more particularly Hawl.sa great house such as the Jacobean
Garding'nd
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Charles Houard,
3rd Earl of Carlisle,
by Sir Godfrey Kneller.
Courtesy, Jt'ational
Portrait Gallery.

Wentworth Woodhouse. In 1703, however, the wind veered slightly with the
appointment of Lord Raby as Ambassador at Berlin. He accumulated capital
and bought Stainborough when it came
on the market in 1708; it had a most
remunerative
rent roll. Money was
necessary to Lord Raby in more than
ordinary quantity for he was seeking
the restoration to him of the Strafford
earldom. It was at length I.ord Harley
who gave him the coveted title in 1711,
and every attention was given to building and altering at Stainborough. There
is extensive documentation
.
In 1709 Peter Wentworth wrote to
his brother, then still in Berlin, mentioning that he has showed the plans
to their mother and Lady Bathurst.
They "stood amased at it and said the
least such a building wou'd cost inside
and out wou'd
be ten thousand
pounds...." The letter establishes that
it is the north-east front of Wentworth
Castle which is being discussed and
Horace Walpole in a letter to Richard
Bentley recorded that the architect
under Raby's direction in Berlin was
Johann von Bott I1670-1745). Thomas
Archer was also consulted and Richard
Huss, the plasterer Archer used at his
St. Philip's Church, Birmingham, was
employed by Lord Strafford.
Edward Reeves was appointed surveyor and he writes to Strafford on
25 August 1713, from Twickenham
about ordering timber for the wainscoting. Two thousand, three hundred
boards were required in six different
thicknesses and his patron is asked "to
take good Advise in y'uying of them
for there is as much Difference in
of Wainscot as in any wood
whatsoever". All the "great beams" for
the work had been assembled in Yorkshire and the workmen at the time of
Reeve's letter were almost ready "to
set up y'ornish and raise y'oof".
"Therefore", he continues, "I could
wish I was there to see if ye windows
would doe to Stand in ye wall to light
those rooms behind y'allery and if
y'oodness

not that there might be some from
above before it be leaded".
Robert Bakewell, the Derby smith,
agreed in 1716 to make the Iron Gates
for
and "pallosadeings"
200 and
were likewise
articles of agreement
entered into in 1720 with "Daniel
Hervey I sic] of York, carver" fresh
from his work at Castle Howard
to
carve capitals in wood and stone. On
27 December 1712, William Johnson
charged for carving a chimneypiece,
Henry Ellis was doing rough carpenter's work, Richard Denton some of'he
Addinell
William
the
wainscoting,
painting and the masons were Joseph
Bower and his son, Joseph. All this
activity gave Strafford the lead until
1716, when "his little Honour" Ias
Thomas Watson-Wentworth, later Lord
M alton was called), succeeded to
Wentworth Woodhouse. Ten years later
he was to build a new garden front.
Both houses were again level, and the
jockeying for the honour of a royal
visit started. It was at this time, 1731,
that Strafford changed the name of his
Castle. Lord
house to Wentworth
Malton, who became the first Marquess
of Rockingham, immediately outstripped his nominal move by starting the
vast six hundred and six foot long east
wing of Wentworth Woodhouse, to the
designs of Henry Flitcroft and in
imitation of Colen Campbell's Wanstead. The interior was unfinished at
his death in 1750; the splendid plasterwork by Joseph Rose senior and his
brother, Jonathan Rose senior, being
done between 1751 and 1763.
Seventy miles north and within a mile
of Fountains Abbey, John Aislabie,
Chancellor
of the Exchequer, was
a grand house. This was
building
Studley Royal, around which in the
1720's he created vast landscape gardens. In the designing of the stable-
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Castle Howard. The Great Hall,
allegorical paintings, 1 706-10.
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Wentu orth Woodhouse.

7 he
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Plasterwork, by jonathan
and 7oseph Rose, senior,

1751-63.

These plasterers also
worked at
2 emple I(lewsam House
in the 1740's.

block (all that survived the 1945 fire) in
1729, John Aislabie consulted Colen
Campbell but the extensive documentation which survives at the Estate Offtce
does not give much idea of Aislabie's
house, which was extensively decorated
in stucco twenty years later by Joseph
Cortese.
Nearby at Bramham Park, Robert
Benson, Lord Bingley was building and
decorating and also had a London
house to treat similarly.
He was
assisted by Thomas Archer and John
Wood the elder. Lord Bingley's letterbook at Bramham, and his bank account
with Hoare's
show that the Italian
plasterer,
Serena was employed
to
decorate Harcourt (afterwards Bingley)

House, Cavendish Square, London. The
Dutch-born painter, Peter Tillemans
(1684-1734), who worked extensively
for the Suffolk antiquary,
Dr. Cox
Macro at Little Haugh, provided the
painted decorations, probably subjects
suitable for insertion over doors and
into chimney-pieces.
NOTES

1

2

3

4
5

Cantor Lectures 1959. Royal Society of Arts
journal, June 1959.
A good example is Lord Nottingham's building
at Burley-on-the-Hill. See Essays Presented to
G. M. Treoelyan, ed.
H. Plumb.
Laurence Whistler, The Imagination of Vanbrugh...; Kerry Downes, Hawksmoor, 1959.
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B. M., Ad(1. MS. 22341.

See

Country

Life, 27th February,

1958, p. 401.
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